
 

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Anna Giorgi one of the 50 Mountain personalities for 2023
Anna Giorgi, Full Professor of the University of Milan and Head of the UNIMONT Centre of the University of
Milan, was included among 50 Mountain personalities for 2023 on the montagna.tv website specialized in
mountain environments and mountaineering.

The Alps at the Center of European Policies: Anna Giorgi speaks at the European Parliament in the
presence of the European Commissioner Adina-Ioana Vălean
The conference “Europe and the Alps: how to keep a crucial region at the very core center of the EU
Policy” was held today at the European Parliament in Brussels. The event, hosted by the Permanent
Representation of Italy at the Council of Europe, included contributions by representatives of the political
and scientific world including Prof. Anna Giorgi, head of the UNIMONT Centre, and Matteo Salvini – the
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Infrastructure and Transpor and the European Commissioner
Adina-Ioana Vălean.

Work with us: NOTICE OF COMPETITION for 2 Type B Research Grants for the Interreg Alpine Space –
Transtat Project
As part of the Interreg Alpine Space – Transtat project, dedicated to the implementation of transition
paths and test solutions for the adaptation of winter tourism areas to climate change, a competition is
open for two positions.

UNIMONT reports: “Young Academics Award 2024”
Research and innovation are key elements for promoting sustainable development in the Alps. Young
academics play a crucial role in this, helping to shape the future of the Alps. The Permanent Secretariat of
the Alpine Convention recognises this role by awarding outstanding master theses carried out on relevant
Alpine topics.

Synergies in the Mountains: UNIMONT, GAL Prealpi e Dolomiti and EUROPE DIRECT MONTAGNA together for
strategic collaboration
Unimont, centre of excellence of the University of Milan, GAL Prealpi e Dolomiti and the EUROPE DIRECT
MONTAGNA centre, met to present their organizations and plan a series of joint actions.

Education meets the Mountains with the Master’s Degree Course in “Valorization and Sustainable
Development of Mountain Areas” – MOUNTAINSIDE, integrating theory, practice, and the unique context of
mountain territories into a comprehensive program
The English-language Master’s Degree Course “Valorization and Sustainable Development of Mountain
Areas” – MOUNTAINSIDE offers a distinctive, multidisciplinary, and “glocal” training experience, blending
local perspectives with an international outlook.

AGRITECH
Agritech – the National Centre for Agricultural Technologies is a national project financed with NRRP funds that

involves 28 universities, 5 research centres, and 18 companies. The UNIMONT centre of the University of Milan will

operate within Spoke 7, focusing on mountain areas with the aim of promoting a multifunctional production system

that favours the agro-ecological and socio-economic sustainability of these territories.

Contribute to the mapping of Italian plant agro-biodiversity: report local varieties in your area
UNIMONT, a Centre of the University of Milan, is mapping and characterizing traditional Italian local
varieties through a citizen science activity, i.e. involving citizens in the collection of scientific data in order
to integrate the map of Italian plant agro-biodiversity. This initiative is supported by the NRRP Agritech

project - National Center for Agricultural Technologies.

29th February, 2024 | IS INNOVATION A SOLUTION FOR THE PERMANENCE OF AGRICULTURE IN MOUNTAIN

AREAS?
The viewpoint of livestock farmers of the valleys of Lombardy Which factors favor the permanence of
agricultural activities in the mountains? Can innovation help farms to continue their activities? The

Agritech research project investigates which type of innovation can support mountain livestock farms,
improving their profitability and the living and working conditions of farmers. For this purpose, both
experts in mountain breeding, and breeders from the main Lombardy valleys, were interviewed and

involved in targeted discussion groups. Initial results reveal a complex and sometimes unexpected picture
of the challenges of livestock farming in mountain areas, between passion, obstacles and new
opportunities and perspectives.

STUDY IN UNIMONT
UNIMONT at High School
UNIMONT is organizing presentation meetings aimed at the 4th and 5th grades of the Secondary School to
tell a 360-degree story: from specific teaching, to research activities, to collaborative processes with
stakeholders. On such occasions it will also be possible to simulate a short university lecture. For more
information visit the page on the website dedicated to the Bachelor's Degree Program.

Orientation events 2024 - Agricultural and Food Sciences 
The edition of "Incontri di Area 2024 - Agricultural and Food Sciences" will be held on Wednesday 7th
February in Room C03 in Via Mangiagalli 25 in Milan. During the morning there will be a general
presentation of the Bachelor’s degree courses in the Agricultural and Food Sciences Sector. Sign up for the
event to take part on site and ask questions. Info and registration here.

Book your visit to the UNIMONT Campus
Book your visit to the UNIMONT campus, click here
For more information, contact us on 02/50330500 or at corso.edolo@unimi.it

CALLS, INTERSHIPS and JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Unimont reports

Work with us: NOTICE OF COMPETITION for 2 Type B Research Grants for the Interreg Alpine Space –
Transtat Project

Internships

Forest ecosystem resilience and adaptation
Sustainable Forest Systems
Forest ecosystem modelling
Forest ecosystem services
Conservation of forest biodiversity
Analysis of the behaviour of ciuta sheep
Analysis of the behaviour of boars undergoing birth control treatment
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NEXT EVENTS
21st February, 2024 | Sara Donati presents "Papà Montagna"
The fourth book of the 7th edition of the literary review racCONTA LA MONTAGNA, promoted by UNIMONT,
is published by Terre di Mezzo (2022). The presentation is in collaboration with the Istituto Comprensivo of
Edolo and Cooperativa Sociale Il Cardo Onlus.

February 27, 2024 | DO YOU CONSUME OR CHOOSE? The power of sustainability to change the economy
Are we people or consumers? Through the words of Alessandro Franceschini we will see how, in search of
an economy that is more respectful of people and the environment, an actionable and tangible
sustainability can make us become "Consumactivists", committing ourselves personally to transform our
daily purchases in value choices and thus contribute to changing the current unsustainable economic
system.

29th February, 2024 | IS INNOVATION A SOLUTION FOR THE PERMANENCE OF AGRICULTURE IN MOUNTAIN
AREAS? 
The viewpoint of livestock farmers of the valleys of Lombardy Which factors favor the permanence of
agricultural activities in the mountains? Can innovation help farms to continue their activities? The
Agritech research project investigates which type of innovation can support mountain livestock farms,
improving their profitability and the living and working conditions of farmers. For this purpose, both
experts in mountain breeding, and breeders from the main Lombardy valleys, were interviewed and
involved in targeted discussion groups. Initial results reveal a complex and sometimes unexpected picture
of the challenges of livestock farming in mountain areas, between passion, obstacles and new
opportunities and perspectives.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Giupponi L., Leoni V., Sala S., Giorgi A., Bertoni D.(2023), Saffron growing in Italy: a sustainable secondary
activity for farms in hilly and sub-mountain areas, International Journal of Agricultural
Sustainability vol.21.

ABOUT US
Dal Polo Unimont due opportunità per lavorare sul territorio alpino
greenplanner.it | 30th January 2024

Unimont, aperto il bando per due posti di lavoro
Radio Voce Camuna | 27th January 2024

Unimont, Anna Giorgi tra le 50 personalità della Montagna del 2023
Radio Voce Camuna | 24th January 2024

Sinergie in Montagna: UNIMONT, GAL Prealpi e Dolomiti ed Europe Direct Montagna insieme per
collaborazioni strategiche
Gazzetta delle Valli | 22th January 2024

Edolo, Sara Panseri illustra il piano formativo di UniMont
Gazzetta delle Valli | 22th January 2024

Non solo studio, l’Unimont offre anche occupazione
Bresciaoggi | 21th January 2024

Edolo, scadenza termini candidature lavoro UniMont
Gazzetta delle Valli | 2oth January 2024

Combattere il bostrico: Unimont fa parte della ricerca
TeleBoario | 19th January 2024

Due opportunità di lavoro in UNIMONT per un importante Progetto Internazionale
Centro Studi l’Uomo e l’Ambiente | 17th January 2024

Bostrico e cambiamenti climatici: Seminario a Edolo – Antenna 2 Tg
Antenna 2 Tv | 17th January 2024

Due project officer per le sfide al clima
Il Giorno | 17th January 2024

«L’ombra dei Walser» si allunga fino a Edolo
Bresciaoggi | 16th January 2024

UniMont Edolo, Opportunità di lavoro: due figure per un importante Progetto Internazionale
Gazzetta delle Valli | 15th January 2024

Vivilavalle, gli appuntamenti in Vallecamonica dal 15 al 21 gennaio 2024
Radio Voce Camuna | 14th January 2024

Mountain Hack
Sherpa-gate | 14th January 2024

«Il mio romanzo di mistero e formazione nelle terre abitate dal popolo Walser»
Giornale di Brescia | 13th January 2024

Annalina Molteni presenta a Unimont il suo libro “L’ombra dei Walser”
Qui Brescia | 11th January 2024

Racconta la montagna, terzo appuntamento a Unimont di Edolo
Gazzetta delle Valli | 11th January 2024

L’ombra dei Walser
lincediseta.com | 10th January 2024

DETERSIVI, DETERGENTI e COSMETICI: dall’impatto ambientale alla salute del consumatore
prima LA VALCAMONICA | 10th January 2024

Clima e territorio, incontri all’Unimont
TeleBoario | 10th January 2024

Seminari UniMont Edolo
Gazzetta delle Valli | 8th January 2024

Statale di Milano, disco verde definitivo del Governo a 80 milioni per il campus Mind
il sole 24 ore | 8th January 2024

Università Statale: dalle Legge di Bilancio 80 milioni di euro per il Campus Mind
LaStatale News | 8th January 2024

Authorized representative: UNIMONT - Università degli Studi di Milano
Indirizzo e-mail: unimont@unimi.it

Telefono: +39 0250330500
Indirizzo: Via Morino 8, 25048 Edolo (BS), Italy.

Vuoi cambiare le modalità di iscrizione alla nostra newsletter?
Aggiorna le tue preferenze o disiscriviti.
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